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(1) situations where wolf really have acted in an unusual bold manner and  

(2) situations where human expectations of what is normal wolf behavior  

do not correspondent to how wolves normally behave (Karlsson et al. 2007). 

Situations where humans express fear because of the behavior of wolves  

can be divided into two types: 
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What is a bold wolf? - Terminology 

Habituation - is a process where an animal gets used to repeatedly occurring 

stimuli, that have neither positive or negative consequences.  

- Habituated wolves have learned that humans pose no 

threat to them and become used to the presence of humans. 

- OK, as long as they keep a certain distance and just ignore 

  humans. 

- A strong habituation where wolves tolerate the immediate 

presence of people at close distance is a behavior that may 

become relevant for human safety. 

BUT 



What is a bold wolf? - Terminology 

- occurs when a behavior is reinforced due to a positive stimulus. Positive 

conditioning 
- Food conditioning: the animal connects the presence of 

humans or places of human presence with food. 

- occurs if a behavior or a certain situation is linked with 

negative experiences. 

Negative 

conditioning 

- may be achieved due to deterrent measures (e.g. shooting 

with rubber bullets, fire crackers). 



What is a bold wolf? - Terminology 

Close distance 

encounters 

- are encounters between wolves and humans within 30m 

where the human can clearly be recognized as such by the wolf  

(not people in cars, on hunting stands, on horses, etc.). 



What is a bold wolf? - Terminology 

“Bold wolf” - a wolf that repeatedly tolerates people within 30m OR 

  actively approaches people within this distance 

  (people are recognizable as people). 

 

- Wolf that is repeatedly seen close to inhabited houses.  

- a wolf that is strongly habituated to humans and 

  may be positive conditioned.   

“Wolf tolerant 

to houses” 
- does not require strong habituation, but 

  may be linked to positive conditioning. 
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Wolves in cultural landscapes 

 For wildlife in Europe it is vital to adapt to a certain degree to human structures, 

    activities and presence. 

 Most wolves avoid direct encounters with humans. 

     But they cannot avoid all our human structures. 
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Assessment of wolf behavior 

Wolf passes close to settlements in the dark. 

Wolf moves within sighting distance of settlements / scattered houses  

during daylight. 

Wolf does not run away immediately when seeing vehicles or humans.  

Stops and observes. 

Not dangerous / no need for action: 
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Assessment of wolf behavior 

Wolf is seen over several days <30m  

from inhabited houses  

(multiple events over a longer time period). 

Wolf repeatedly allows people to approach it  

within 30m. 

Wolf repeatedly approaches people by itself  

closer than 30m. Seems to be interested in people. 

Needs attention: Actions recommended: 

Analyze situation. 

Search for attractants.  

Aversive conditioning? 

Analyze situation. 

Aversive conditioning? 

Aversive conditioning? 

If not successful / not  

possible, remove wolf. 
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 - most likely cause for a problematic behavior of wolves toward humans is 

seen in a strong habituation to the immediate presence of humans in 

connection with a positive conditioning (like food conditioning).  

Why do wolves become bold? 
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 - attractants for wolves may be food,   
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 - attractants for wolves may be food, interesting objects   , or dogs. 
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Why do wolves become bold? 

 - young wolves are more curios and naive than adults. 



 - that means young wolves are more prone to strong habituation /  

  positive stimuli. 

  most bold wolves are young. 

Why do wolves become bold? 

 BILD 



 - are wolves in non hunted populations more dangerous  

   than wolves in hunted populations? 

  e.g. Spain (Linnell et al. 2002), Canada, Alaska (McNay 2002)  

Why do wolves become bold? 

 - no evidence that wolves in non hunted populations are more dangerous  

   than wolves in hunted populations. 



 Hunted vs. non hunted populations 
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 - bold individuals occur in every population. 

 - the development of bold behavior in wild animals is often caused  

   by human behavior. 

Why do wolves become bold? 



Management of bold wolves 

 Prevent 

 - prevent wolves becoming strongly habituated and / or positively 

   conditioned due to human misbehavior. 

 - do not approach / do not feed! 



Management of bold wolves 

 Document 

 - document cases of bold wolves in a way that allows for future  

   pan-European analyses. 

 - we recommend to open a case file each time a bold wolf or a wolf  

   tolerant to houses is reported. 

Every report of bold wolves should be verified in the field and analyzed by experts. 



Management of bold wolves 

 Intervene 

 - search for and remove attractants if found.  

 - if not successful consider deterrent measures (shooting with rubber bullets /  

   fire crackers) in order to achieve negative conditioning. 

 - final option: removal of the wolf (capture / shooting). 

o document deterrent actions in a way that allows for future analyzes. 

 Inform the public 



Thank you for your attention! 
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